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Human 
beings on the 
planet earth
I am an human being living on planet earth. But my 
world is going to be destroyed by my own kind. 
once earth was a beautiful place, but nowadays 
less and less of this can be found, because we have 
decided to increase our prosperity by using more 
machines, which causes pollution and takes up a lot 
of space. 

There is, however, a lot of diversity on my planet. 
That’s the positive aspect ... We can meet different 
cultures and that makes our bond stronger.



Chapter 1

Resources 
and pollution

In 1966 Stewart Udall, a U.S. Representative of 
Arizona’s 2nd Congressional District from 1955 to 
1961, had an idea. For all the attention the then 
budding space program was devoting to other 
planets, our own was being overlooked.                  
If humanity wanted to protect its threatened natural 
resources, we first had to be able to keep an eye on 
them. That meant a satellite or, preferably, multiple 
satellites that could maintain a steady downward 
gaze, tracking habitat destruction, urbanization, 
industrial sprawl and more. 



The oil-sands crude in the video can’t simply be pumped out of the 

ground; companies have to dig it out and then heat it, separating the 

oil from the sand. We all know how important trees are for survival, 

but extracting this oil causes lots of trees to be cut.                          

The oil, however, is running out due to several causes:                  

Causes:  Industrial boom, increased population, wastage.      

Consequences:  Less transportation, smaller economies, higher prices. 

Possibly help push the transition to green energy with reduced CO2 

emissions and pollution!

Forests are being cut down drastically more and more over the years. 

Causes: Urbanization, Illegal logging, Agriculture, Subsistence 

Farming.                                                                         

Consequences: Soil erosion, global warming caused by the rise of 

greenhouse gases- Extinction of species and loss of biodiversity., flooding 

and drought.
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Using up resources

The once quiet forests of northeastern Alberta have been transformed by the 
boom in unconventional oil. Is the economic benefit worth the environmental 
cost?



This picture shows the wetness in the USA. It is shown in the 

image that,for example, California does not have much water. 

one cause is the hot temperature, but there is also a human 

cause; because we have used up a lot of this water.

As well as the oil is also the amount of water decreasing.

Causes: Increased irrigation, increased use in agriculture, roads and 

infrastructure prevent water seepage in the soil, rising temperatures

Consequences: Drinking water shortage, food shortage, famine.



This is a map of the emission of nitrogen 

dioxide above Europe. This map is made 

on the basis of measurements carried out 

with special instruments of the Envisat 

satellite. The yellow and red areas are 

were this emission of polluting gases are 

the biggest. In these areas, there is a high 

population density and a highly 

developed industry.
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Pollution has been a big problem since the 

industrial evolution in the 1800’s. We have tried 

to decrease the emission of the polluting gases, but 

it is still a great problem. Human beings are 

driven by wealth and most of us will probably 

chose wealth over saving the earth. 

Take for example nitrogen dioxide. This gas is 

being propagated by power plants, heavy 

industry and road transport, along with biomass 

burning. This makes it our problem. You can see 

in the picture on the side of this page where 

Pollution



Chapter 2

Globalization
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     In 2005, there were 6.5 billion people on the earth. The population density was 50 inhabitants per km2. However, the population is very unevenly 

distributed over the earth. Are places on earth where no man is found, but also places where large groups of people living together.

Antarctica consists mainly of ice and there is little land that rises to the 

surface. In winter, when the ice is formed, certain hunters like the Inuit 

reside temporarily.

The places we live

Some areas are very sparsely populated because they are cold or 

dry or are at high altitude. The Namibian desert, seen here, is 

one of the hottest deserts on earth. There are almost no people 

living there.



The city of San Francisco has 7.5 million inhabitants. Some 

large cities have a population of well over 15,000 inhabitants 

per km2.
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In the heart of the Amazon rainforest life countless Indian 

civilizations. But this difficult terrain is inhospitable to people 

from outside. In the non-colonized areas the natural environment 

has been preserved. The population density of the Amazon is 4 per 

km2.

The places we live
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Once little more than a fishing village, this 

Middle Eastern megacity has blown up in 

recent years, even extending onto new land in 

the Persian Gulf. 
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Chapter 3

Climate 
changes

The climate is changing. Our industries cause the world to warm up...
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For a long time now, Earth has been running a fever. Never 

mind the few remaining climate-change deniers — really, 

never mind them; the world has at last moved on — it’s 

getting awfully toasty down here. The numbers tell the story: 

2012 was the hottest year on record in the continental U.S., 

the 15th driest and the second most volatile, with 11 natural 

weather disasters, including Superstorm Sandy. Of the 10 

hottest years on record worldwide, nine have occurred in the 

21st century; the exception was 1998. Average temperatures 

around the world are up 1.4ºF (0.8ºC) since 1880. These high 

temperatures cause the ice on the poles to melt.
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Quiz

Répondre

Question 1 sur 5
Which resources are being used 
up?

A. Water, oil and the 
plants

B. Water, oil and the forest

C. Plants, oil and the for-
est


